To create the additional layout, use this information along with the featured how-to publication. The paper swatches shown below correspond with the publication’s cutting diagrams, making it easy to determine which papers should be used. Simply match the swatches with the letters designated in the pattern, and then cut your paper accordingly.

**Make It from Your Heart® Vol. 1: Pattern 13** (p. 30)

**Cricut® cutting recommendations:**
- In some cases you are working with scrap pieces of paper, so it may take more than one piece of the indicated paper to make all of the necessary cuts.
- For each type of paper, cut the shapes from the Cricut® cartridge first and then cut the other pieces, as listed in this guide.
- Page numbers listed in parentheses next to shape names indicate the Art Philosophy cartridge booklet page corresponding to that shape.
- Set machine to “material saver” on the left function button panel.
- Load the paper into the Cricut® machine and cut all of the necessary pieces before unloading the paper.

### Ruby
- Bases (2, no cutting required)
- Piece H: 6” <Square5> (cut in half, p. 63)
- Pieces C and G: 3” <Square5> (p. 63)

### White Daisy
- Title: 2½” <Shape5> (p. 66)
- Star accent: 1¼” Shift<Star5> (cut 6, p. 40)
- Pieces A and D: 8” <Shape8> (cut 1, cut in half, p. 47)
- Piece F: 3” <Square5> (p. 63)

### Twilight
- Photo Mats: 3” <Square5> (cut 3, p. 63)
- Photo Mat: 6” x 8”
- Photo Mat: 6” x 4”
- Piece B
- Piece E